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ABSTRACT
C ep and glide in an alpine snowpack can lead to

rewpack failure including snow avalanching. With a
sno . l'd.th .id rate of change 10 creep or g I e WI respect to tlme
ra~out an increase in snow strength, avalanches may be
~ected. Deformation in the snowpack by creep and glide
~e necessary measurements in determining stress in snow
slabs. In order to detect in real time the creep and glide in
an alpine snowpack, the use of creep/glide sensors are
utilized. These sensors are capable of detecting deforma
tion rates and avalanche events. The sensors are connected
by hardwire to a multiplexer and a datalogger where real
time data are collected on creep and glide motion. This
motion deflects the sensors which are fixed within a one
meter poly vinyl chloride pipe which is attached to a co
axial spring. The deflections are monitored on two axis.
Voltages corresponding to angle of tilts are recorded. These
voltages are produced by a solid state accelerometer. Pre
liminary testing during the winter of 1995-1996 was car
ried out on Mt. Baldy in Alta, Utah. Valuable lessons were
learned during the winter that will be implemented next
winter. A number of significant events were captured by
the sensors. These events included both the elastic re
sponse of the snowpack when explosives resulted in wide
spread avalanching and the-rapid increase in creep rates
which preceded avalanching. The cause and effect be
tween successful avalanche control with explosives and
corresponding high creep rate events warrant further field
investigation. The goal of the project is to improve or
optimize avalanche forecasting and control using creep/
glide motion sensors. .

1. INTRODUCTION

Measuring instabilities in an alpine snowpack have been
ongoing for many years by researchers. Evaluating and
predicting these changes in slopes have been approached
by eXamining acoustic emissions and various methods of
measuring creep and glide. Researchers have concluded
~~t .these phenomena indicate the development of insta
~ilities.. ~owever, by examining these phenomena in real
time, this information could prove invaluable in assisting
aValanche forecasters.

During the Winter of 1995/1996 three glide and
~eep(C&G)sensors where installed on Mt. Baldy in Alta,
ti~ah. These sen~ors are designed to measure differen-

creep and glIde motion in real time in an alpine
sno~ack. By monitoring creep and glide in real time,
rapId chan . th ds' al ges 10 e eformation of the snowpack can
p~~ ~pproach~ng instabilities and avalanching. The
calibIIU~ary testmg focused on site selection, laboratory
inst~~~~n a~d.r~peatability of the AID sensor signal,
mati ffon, InItlal snowpack measurements and cli-

e e eets on the instrumentation.

2. METHODS AND PROCEDURES
2.10bjective ofthe Creep and Glide Sensor
The sensor is designed to measure snow creep and glide
characteristics in avalanche starting zones. The sensor
is a poly vinyl chloride (PVC) pipe one meter in length.
Within the PVC pipe an accelerometer and temperature
sensor are fixed to measure the angle of deformation of
the sensor and the temperature of the surrounding
snowpack. The signals are measured in milliamps. The
current is converted to a voltage which is then calibrated
over -90 to 0 to +90 degrees angle from vertical in both
longitudinal and traverse directions. The deflections
are monitored on two axes to detect skew and lateral
motions. The sensor is attached to a coaxial steel spring
that acts as a return mechanism. The sensor is then
threaded onto an 1.27 em diameter ready rod (all thread)
that is fixed to the ground.

Deflections are calculated by:

D=hsine Eq. (1J

where:
D=deflection
h=hypotenuse length of 1m
e =angle of tilt

Snow movement accelerations are calculated:

A= 2 Eq. (2)
dD

where:dt 2 .

A=snow movement acceleration
D=deflection
t=time

2.2 Location of Creep and Glide Sensors in Alta

The C&G sensors were installed on Mt. Baldy in Harold's
slide path. The starting zone of Harold's is located at an
elevation of 3,110 meters with a slope aspect of 40 degrees,
a slope steepness of 37 degrees and a length of 122 meters.
This slope was chosen because the starting zone is relatively
undisturbed by area skiers and could be accessed and moni
tored frequently. Furthermore, the sensors are in close prox
imity to high resolution weather data collection sites.

Three C&G sensors were installed in Harold's starting zone.
In order to measure the differential creep and glide move
ments the three sensors were placed at varying heights from
the surface ofthe ground. Sensor #1 was placed at the ground,
sensor #2 was placed 1 meter above the ground and sensor
#3 was placed two meters above the ground. The ready rods
were fixed to the ground and plumb to slope angle. Rod
lengths were increased with couplers.
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3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The preliminary results obtained from the creep and glide
sensors showed promise. The major problem was the in
stallation and operation of the sensors. Since the sensors
became operational in late ]anuary, sensors #1 and 2 were:
buried under 2.5 meters of snow. Sensor #3 was the only:
working sensor once the system was operational. Two
important results were obtained from the data. The elas
tic response of the snowpack to explosives and the in
crease in creep rates due to loading were recorded that
preceded widespread avalanching.

On February 20, 1996 an explosive charge (2kg / PETN)
tied to a bamboo pole was detonated 1 meter above the
new snow surface to create an airblast in Harold's slide
path at 1200 hours. The elastic response of the snowpack
due to the explosive charge was captured by the C&G sen
sors. This is evident with an increase in creep rate or
deflection of the sensor. This rapid increase was followed

2.5 Data retrieval

The data was downloaded from the datalogger via RF te
lemetry every week for analysis. During a stonn cycl
data was downloaded and analyzed more frequently. This
allowed examination of snowpack strength and activity
on a real time basis. .

ing. The program retrieved the maximum and minim
angles and calculated the average over a fifteen min t
interval. The sensors were connected to the hardware~
50 meters of cable. Since the sensors were installed'
January the cable was laid on the snow surface.

i
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By knowing the voltage produced by the sensor, the
angle ohilt of the sensor is derived from Eq. (3). For each
of the three sensorsii linear equation was derived in both
the x and y direction.

Figure 1. Probe #1 reflecting no creep movement.

y = 0.0054x + 0.1543 Eq. (3)
where:
y = voltage
x = angle of tilt of sensor
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2.3 Calibration of Creep and Glide Sensors

Prior to installing the C&G sensors, the sensors were
benched tested and calibrated. The sensors were cali
brated, so that a voltage would correspond to a specific
angle of tilt. Once seven corresponding angles were known
in the x and y directions, and repeatability established, a
linear relationship is established to derive the remaining
angles of tilt. The linear equation derived for sensor #3 in
the x-direction is:

2.4 Instrumentation
Once the C&G sensors are in place in the starting zone,
the data collection station was installed. The station con
sisted of a datalogger, multiplexer and 12 volt dc solar
power supply. The station and data is accessed by radio
telemetry. A solar panel was pointed at 25 degrees aspect
due to the terrain and tilted slightly toward the ground so
that the energy from the snow reflectivity would charge
the battery. A program was downloaded to the datalogger
via RF telemetry to monitor the sensors every 15 seconds.
Also, capabilities at the site allow for real time monitor-
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b'l'zation of the snow. This is evident by thelow sta 11

by a s th nsor moving back toward normal. In start-1 of e se .
aug e d' cent to Harold's shde path, control routes
ing zondes

th
a

Jaame results. All avalanche activity was con-
Porte e s ki b d're th ew snoW within the s resorts oun arIes.

fined to en. "fi t t t
b ary 22 1996 durmg a Slgm can s orm even,

OnFe ru " .
. 't tion intensity increased and Widespread natu-

the preclpladD' h' . d
alanching occurre. uTlng t IS peno an

al snow av . d . h
r h leased from White PlUe #3 and crosse Hlg -alanc ere .
av 0 White Pine #3 starting zone IS located at an el-
way.21 .f 3000 meters with a slope aspect of 90 degrees
evation 0 , Thi al h hand a slope steepness of 37 degrees. s av anc e pat
. t d 2 560 meters from the C&G sensors. The C&G
IS loca e, .' d'" d' d

during this penod of mcrease activIty, In lcte
sensors h ik d'd m'crease in creep rates. T e creep rate sp e at
a rapl . d th hi h
b t the time White PlUe #3 crosse e g way.

a ou d d . dIn April sensor #3 was excavate an examIne.
RECCO Avalanche Re~cue Refl.ectors were attached to the
sensors prior to field mstallatlOn. These reflectors were

d to locate the sensors. Sensor #3 was found parallel
~s~e slope. The force of the gliding snow bent the ready
r~d to and angle of 40 degrees. The coaxial steel spring
was damaged. Once the pressure around the ready rod
and sensor were released the steel spring was bent at an
angle of 15 degrees. Also, the tension in the wiring caused
by the gliding snow created a downslope force on the sen-

sor and ready rod. This tension contributed to a moment
about the sensor and ready rod.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
4.1 Storm Data
The data presented represents significant highlights dur
ing the winter of 1995-1996. The winter of 1995-1996
began slowly with no significant snowfall till after the
first of the year. The sensors were not operational till
after the first two significant storm cycles. At this time,
the snowpack at Harold's slidepath was 200 cm in depth.
This completely buried sensors # 1 and 2 and left sen
sor #3 able to record surface movements in the
snowpack. There was no deep slab avalanche in the
slidepath after installation.

The eighth storm of the year arrived on February 19,
1996. Between 0400 hours On February 19 and 0400 Feb
ruary 20 the Collins snow study plot at an elevation of
2,990 meters had received 53 cm of snow with 5.91 cm of
water (11% density). The winds were from the North
west at 51 kill/hr. During this storm cycle the tilt sensors
were monitored.

4.2 Sensor Data Results and Discussion

Sensors #1 and 2 indicated little to no movement in the
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Figure 2. Probe #2 reflecting no creep movement.
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bent at an angle of 30 degrees and at 1215 the angle was
32.5 degrees. The sensor stabilized at 32.5 degrees. Re£
to Figure 3.
From equation 1 the deflection was calculated as 4.12 em.:
Using equation 2 the snow movement acceleration w
7.32 cm/hr2 • Over the next 18 hours the sensor moved bae
to an angle of 30 degrees. This corresponds to an aeeel
eration of 1.35x10..2 cm/hr2 .

The accelerated creep rate from the explosive was a
sult of the elastic response in the snowpack. This in
creased creep rate after the delivery of the explosive charg
could signal a weaker snowpack. The delivery of an eX'
plosive could weaken the snowpack for a short duratio

The ninth storm of the year arrived on February 2
1996. By 1100 hours the Collins study plot had reeeiv
45.7 cm of snow with 3.38 cm of water (7% density). T
winds were from the northwest at 41 cm/hr2 •

The heaviest intensity occurred between 0100 throu
1500 hours. During the storm cycle sensor #3 was rno
tored. Figure 4 shows the creep rate began to increase
0000 hours. As the intensity of the snowfall increased
0600 hours the creep rate also accelerated. At 0615 ho
the creep rate accelerated dramatically. Increasing fr
33 degrees at 0615 hours to 34 degrees at 0945 hours. T
relates to a snow movement acceleration of 0.124 e

Over the next hour and half the C&G sensor shoW
the snowpack stabilizing as the angle of tilt was deere
to 31 degrees. This decline in the creep rate correlates
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snowpack. It is believed that those sensors were deflected
beyond the 90 degree range and were parallel to the slope.
This extreme deflection would cause any movement of
the snow to creep or glide over the sensors. Therefore, no
measurements are considered valid in lower sections of
the snowpack. Figures 1 and 2, which represents Sensor
#1 and 2 respectively, indicate no movement. The nega
tive angles that are shown in the figures represent a de
flection greater than 90 degrees. This is possible due to
the sensors being mounted plum to the slope..

Though problems were evident in sensors #1 and 2,
sensor #3 produced the following data at a higher confi..
dence level. Sensor # 3 monitors the snowpack in the top
meter of the snowpack. As the storm progressed sensor
#3 showed little movement. The sensor was bent at an
angle of 35 degrees (2 degrees less than perpendicular to
the slope) and began to decline at a slow rate until 30 de
grees. This tends to indicate that the stress in the snowpack
was declining during the storm. At about 1130 hours an
avalanche control team began progressing out to stabilize
the slidepath's around Mt. Baldy. At 1200 hours a explo
sive charge (2 kg / PETN) tied to a bamboo pole was deto..
nated 1 meter above the new snow surface to create an
airblast. This explosive created a class 2 avalanche with
an crown depth of 46 cm, width of 254 cm and ran 10 m.
This indicated some instability within the new snow.

At the time the explosive was detonated the creep rate
accelerated in sensor #3. At 1200 hours the sensor was

Figure 3. Accelerated creep in probe #3.
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Figure 4. Accelerated creep rates.

a decrease in snowfall intensity. However, at 1145 hours
the creep rate accelerated to 35 degrees at 1215 hours and
slowly increased to 36 degrees at 2200 hours.
This stOl'lll cycle produced no natural or artificial releases
at Harold's slidepath. An early morning shoot by the Utah
Department of Transportation produced small sluffs on
the south facing avalanche paths. However, at 1145 hours
White Pine #3 naturally released and crossed Highway
210. This natural release corresponded to the rapid in
crease in creep rates at 1145 hours. The snow movement
acceleration for the period between 1145 and 1215 hours
was 20.8 cm/hr2 • Potentially, this rapid rise in creep rate
relates to possible widespread instability within the new
snow during this storm.

4.3 Climatic Effects on Instruments

~ng the winter of 1995-1996 valuable lesson were
earned that could lead to more accurate and viable data

coli tiec on. The creep and glide of the snowpack had a
pr~und.effect on the ready rods, sensors and wiring.

Apnl sensor #3 was excavated and examined. The
sensor wa bTh sent at an angle of 135 degrees from plumb.

e ready rod was bent at an angle of 45 degrees. The
snowwa lid'be t b s g mg around the sensor. Since the sensor was
gli~e :on~ 90 ~egrees, readings on snowpack creep and

ere mvalid. The condition of sensor # 3 lead to

low confidence in the data received from sensors #1 and
2. Also, apparent was the tension that built up on the
wires that ran up hill to the datalogger. The tension from
the wires pulled downhill on sensor #3 and could be a
cause of some deflection in the sensors. By April the depth
of snow in Harold's was over 4 meters. Based on the ex
amination of sensor #3, this depth of snow rendered the
sensors useless for the remainder of the winter. The
snowpack was hard, cold and deep.

4.4 Modifications to Instrumentation

For the winter of 1996-1997 a few changes will be imple
mented to avoid the aforementioned problems. In order
to prevent the ready rods from bending under the pres
sure of creep and glide, angle irons will be welded on the
uphill side of the ready rods. This should prevent any
bending of the mounting equipment. The wires that run
from the instrumentation downhill to the sensors will be
buried underground. These alterations will allow the sen
sor to make readings that are solely based on the angle of
the sensor not both the ready rod and the sensor.

Location of the sensors is under review. The current
site at Alta provides a good location. However, other sites
may provide better conditions for the project. A site with
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a shallower snowpack would assure creep and glide read
ings throughout most of the winter.

4.5 Summary

It is an eventual goal to use this sensor as a tool for
avalanche forecasting. This sensor could aid the fore
caster in determining the stability of the snowpack dur
ing rapid loading. Also, it is a hope that these sensors
will be able to capture an avalanche event. This should
be evident when the avalanche releases and the data
will record the sensor moving back to a zero angle of
tilt. Another primary goal is to capture a deep old snow
avalanche that is induced by the loading of new snow.
This could hopefully lead to the detection of the failure
plane within these slabs.

The 1995-1996 data sets are inconclusive and no abso
lute conclusions can be drawn from this first winter of
research.
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